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ABSTRACT

The organization and development of a Radiological Assistance Team within the

framework of the Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan is reviewed. The

responsibilities of certain key positions within the Chicago Operations Office

and Argonne National Laboratory and their role in implementation of the Region 5

Radiological Assistance Plan are summarized. The operational duties and responsi-

bilities of those required to respond to requests for radiological assistance

are outlined. Team equipment, instrumentation, communication and training are

described. A summary of radiological assistance responses by the Atomic Energy

Cobnission, Chicago Operations Office and the Argonne National Laboratory Team

is provided. Appendicies listing instruments, accessories, equipment, special

kits and protective clothing are included.
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In order to better understand the activities and experience of a particular

Radiological Assistance Team, one should become familiar with the origin, purpose,

policy and objectives upon vhich the organization is based.

The Atomic Energy Commission and certain other Federal agencies saw the

need for developing a plan early in 1957 vhich would provide effective assistance

in the event of a radiation incident. Their plan, when formalized, was called

the Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan (IRAP).

ETTERAGENCY RADIOLOGICAL ASSISTANCE PLAN

The purpose of the IRAP is to provide for: (a) the expeditious supply

of effective radiological assistance to anyone requesting it in case of radio-

logical incidents; (b) the coordination of Federal and local radiological in-

cident assistance operations; and (c) the encouragement of development of local

capability to cope with radiological incidents.

The objectives of the IRAP call for the establishment of procedures

vhich will integrate Federal, state and other capabilities already available

to respond to requests for assistance in radiological incidents* It also es-

tablishes a system for requesting and providing appropriate assistance, reporting

radiological incidents to the interested agencies and organizations and to the



public, and the exchange of information between interested Federal, state and

local organizations. Last, but not least of the objectives, is the requirement

for the development and execution of an information and training program for

Ptederal, state and local officials to familiarize them with the problems and

hazards related to radiological incidents.

The policy of the signatory agencies of the IRAP states that those

agencies possessing facilities and capabilities will make such resources avail-

able during radiation assistance operations, subject to the essential operational

requirements in fulfillment of their primary responsibilities. Other portions

of the policy statement deals with the chain of command and coordination pro-

cedures. However, one of the most important of the policies laid down states

that local authorities will be encouraged to develop and coordinate plans and

procedures for the effective utilitization of radiological incident response.

Twelve Federal Agencies are signatories to the IRAP:

Atomic Energy Commission

Department of Agriculture

Department of Commerce "~

Department of Defense

Department of Health Education and Welfare

Department of Labor

Postal Service

Interstate Commerce Commission

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Environmental Protection Agency

Department of Transportation

Defense Civil Preparedness Agency

The IRAP designates the Atomic Energy Commission as the agency responsible

for the administration, implementation, application and coordination of the
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provisions of the Plan." These responsibilities will be carried out by

Headquarters of the Atomic Energy Commission and through coordination offices in

each of the IRAP Regions.

REGIONAL AREAS

The entire United States has been divided into eight regions, see Figure 1.

for the coordination of radiological assistance capabilities. The Chicago

Operations Office (CH) of the AEC has been designated the IRAP REGION 5

Coordinating Office". The Manager of the Chicago Operations Office of the

AEC is the individual who is ultimately responsibile for the implementation of

the IRAP in Region 5« Region 5 includes the following ten midwestern states:

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nort?i

k
and South Dakota . The primary responsibilities of the Regional Coordinating

Office is to maintain contacts and information on the capabilities of other

agencies which are signatories to the IRAP within Region 5« The Region 5

Coordinating Office is responsible for responding to requests for radiological

assistance and activation of the IRAP by requesting assistance from other

IRAP signatories. In general, the IRAP is activated only when the capabilities

of Region 5 Radiological Assistance Plan are unable to cope with the situation. •

An example of such incidents would be a large scale incident, serious incidents

requiring rapid transportation of a team beyond the range of automotive trans-

portation or incidents outside.the range of a Region 5 satellite team .

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

The next logical step would be to define policy objectives and responsi-

bilities which the AEC has laid down for coordination of the IRAP. These para-

meters are provided in the ASC Manual, Chapter 0526 entitled RADIOLOGICAL



ASSISTANCE PROGRAM. Their policy statement on the Radiological Assistance

Program is as follows:

"To make available from AEC resources such radiological advics and assistance

as may be appropriate to minimize injury to people, to minimize loss of property,

to cope with radiological hazards and to protect the public health and safety,

upon request from AEC contractors and licensees, Federal, state and local agencies,

private organizations, and persons cognizant of an incident believed to involve

source, by-product, or special nuclear material as defined by the Atomic Energy

Act of 195̂ -, as amended, or other ionizing radiation sources used in AEC supported

work."

The objectives set down in the same document call for the establishment

of the organization, capabilities and procedures applicable to providing the

assistance and advice of radiation safety specialists and the use of facilities

(resources) within the AEC needed to deal effectively with radiation incidents.

The statement of objectives also provides for the coordination with other agencies

in radiological assistance activities. However, details of those provisions

will not be treated in this paper. _

CHICAGO OPERATIONS OFFICE OF THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

As stated prior, the responsibility for Radiological Assistance Plan

activities rests with the Manager of the Chicago Operations Office (CH).

However, as in any highly structured organization, authority is delegated to an

individual within the chain of command who is responsible for similar activities

in the pursuit of his primary mission and has the technical capabilities and

resources necessary for accomplishing the task. In the Chicago Operations

Office that individual is the Director of the Safety Division.



The Director of the Chicago Operations Office Safety Division is
k

responsible for advising the Manager, as appropriate, on such administrative

and management actions as are required to develop, coordinate, and administer

the radiological assistance activities of Region 5 including the CH Radiological

Assistance Plan and local interagency cooperation and coordination.

He also arranges for the establishment of Radiological Assistance Teams

at CH contractor facilities.

The Director of the CH Safety Division, or his designated alternate,

provide immediate assistance and advice, as appropriate, in the case of radiation

incidents, and necessary liaison and leadership for local AEC-Contractor

Radiological Assistance Teams in accordance with the CH Radiological Assistance

Plan.

He advises the Directorate of Regulatory Operations, Region III* as soon

as it is determined vhether AEC-licensed material or an AEC licensee is involved

in a radiation incident to which the Radiological Assistance Team is sent. He

affords the Directorate of Regulatory Operations, Region III, the opportunity to

participate in responses involving licensed materials and licensee facilities.

It has been proven many times by those who have been involved in news-

worthy incidents and particularly incidents involving radiation that the timely

accurate dissemination of information to the public is of the utmost importance.

In incidents requiring action by the CH Radiological Assistance Team, the

Information Assistant to the Manager of the Chicago Operations Office insures that

the flow of information to the press and other reliable news media relating to

* Directorate of Regulatory Operations, Region III is located^at Glen Ellyn,

Illinois and is responsible for the review and coordination of licensees in

their assigned area in accordance with Title 10, CHAPTER I - CODE OF FEDERAL

REGULATIONS.



the AEC participation in the handling of an incident is timely, accurate and

in the best interest of the government.

CHICAGO OPERATIONS OFFECB - AROONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY TEAM

The Chicago Operations Office Argonne National Laboratory Team (hereinafter

referred to as the CH-ANL Team} vas established and became an operative unit in

Decembt 1957.

Several meetings held in 1957 at various AEC Operations Offices were

attended by representatives of the AEC-CH and Argonne National Laboratory.

Problems, procedures, and planning were discussed in detail with representatives

of the ASC and other organizations who were requested to provide or advise on a

Radiological Assistance capability. The information obtained from these sessions

vas used as a guide in the development of the CH-AITL Team.

Early in 1958 letters and other descriptive information was prepared and

distributed to: Licensees, Off-site contractors, Governors of the respective

states within Region 5 and certain other local and state civil authorities.

These letters outlined the Radiological Assistance Program and provided the

recipient with a contact point within the Chicago Operations Office and en-

couraged them to ask for this assistance whenever confronted with an incident

involving radiation in their area. Press releases were made to the major news

service and at the local level describing the Radiological Assistance Program.

As is necessary in all emergency response organizations, certain key positions

must be designated and their responsibilities defined. Within the AEC-CH

Radiological Assistance Plan, the positions of AEC Team Coordinator and AEC Team

Leader are considered essential.
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AEC Team Coordinator

In the majority of incidents requiring utilization of a Radiological

Assistance Team, the Director of the Safety Division of the Chicago Operations

Office designates an individual from that division to be the AEC Team Coordinator,

or under some circumstances, the Director may act as the AEC Coordinator • The

AEC Team Coordinator performs the necessary liaison between the civil authorities

or requestor of assistance and the AEC prior to the arrival of the Radiological

Assistance Team on the incident scene and provides vhatever- information and

assistance possible to the AEC Team Leader who accompanies the Radiological

Assistance Team. The AEC Team Coordinator must keep abreast of the responding

Team's situation and be ready to dispatch a second or relief Team from ANL or

other sites vithin Region 5 if the need arises.

AEC Team Leader

The AEC Team Leader is the Operations Office Manager's representative

at the site of a radiation incident and is responsible for the direction of the

operations of the Radiological Assistance Team assigned . —

The Argonne National Laboratory Radiological Assistance Team normally

does not leave the Argonne Site unless so directed by the Manager of the Chicago

Operations Office and is accompanied by a representative of that office. The

Argonne Team or any team under the jurisdiction of the Chicago Operations

Office, when participating in a callout, is acting as representatives of the

Atomic Energy Commission. In instances where teams other than Argonne's are used,

the AEC Team Leader makes arrangements to meet the responding team at the incident

site.

The AEC Team Leaders are assigned by the Director of Safety Division of

the Chicago Operations Office. These predesignated individuals are available on

an around-the-clock basis. Although the list is primarily made up of trained
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and experienced Radiological Physicists, certain other professional disciplines

are represented such as: Reactor Physicist and Fire Protection Engineers.

It is most important to remember the AEC Team Leader has no power to

act and can only advise local authorities except in the case of contractor or

licensee incidents.

Although the activities of the Team are subject to the requests of the

civil authorities and technically under their direction, the individual safety

of the Team members is the responsibility of the AEC Team Leader and the con-

tractor Team Leader and will not be surrendered. Members shall conduct their

work within the radiological safety limits specified by the AEC and/or the

contractor furnishing the Team unless specifically and authoritatively super-

seded by either the AEC Team Leader or the contractor Team Leader.

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY" TEAM

In late 1957 the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) Radiological

Assistance Team was organized, equipped and began to function as a unit of the

AEC Radiological Assistance Plan. Their mission was to establish an emergency

monitoring capability which would encompass all types of radiation incidents.

The Team consists of: 6 Captains, 6 Monitors, 2 Instrument Repairmen

Monitors. A fourteen-man organization provides the Team Captain a choice in

the selection and utilization of pertinent health physics skills and experience

within the Team membership on a particular callout. This organization in-

creases the assurance of providing a balanced unit of at least six men within

a reasonable time on an around-the-clock basis. The ANL Team has demonstrated

a capability of reporting a six-man unit, to the Argonne Site, within one hour

j
after notification during off-duty hours . The response time during normal

duty hours requires only a matter of minutes.



Team members are obtained from the Occupational Health and Safety Division

(Radiation Safety Section) of the Laboratory on a selection—volunteer basis:

selection - in the sense that an effort is made to provide a balanced Team witih

a wide range of health physics skills and experience; volunteer - in that those

selected are so informed and advised that participation is solely on a voluntary

basis.

Termination of participation in Team activities is accomplished by the

Team member via simple verbal request made to a Team Captain or the Supervisor

of the Radiation Safety Section. This method of obtaining members has provided

the Team with health physics skills and experience in the fields of: Reactor

research, development, and operation; personnel monitoring; hot lab operations;

chemistry and chemical engineering operations; accelerator operations; plutonium

and other high alpha and metallurgical operations; instrument caintenance, repair

and decontamination operations.

All Team members have regular full-time duties within the Occupational

Health and Safety Division. Participation in Team training and activies is con-

sidered an additional assignment.

Supervisor of Radiation Safety

The Supervisor of the Radiation Safety Section of Argonne National

Laboratory is responsible for the maintenance of the ANL Radiological Assistance

Team's capabilities. He, or his designated alternate, is also the sole supervisor

of the ANL Team when it is utilized for on-site radiation incidents; that is,

within the confines of the Argonne National Laboratory.

Security Lieutenant-in-Charge ^

During the off-shift hours, the ANL Security Lieutenant-in-charge is

responsible for receiving all incoming calls for assistance. These calls are

routed to the AEC-CH Safety Division Director, or the on-call AEC Team
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Coordinator of the Chicago Operations Office. If it is determined by either of

these individuals that the services of the AHL Radiological Assistance Tean is

needed, the Lieutenant-in-charge is responsible for contacting the ANL Team

members starting with a prearranged listing of the Team Captains who in turn

have the responsibility of selecting the ANL Team members who will be called.

The Teas Captain bases his selection of Team members on the initial information

concerning the incident and the particular skills and eKperience of the individual

members. The Lieutenant-in-charge provides vhatever assistance necessary to the

Team at the Argonne site. This can vary from unlocking doors to arranging for

Charter aircraft to transport the Team to the incident site.

AUL Team Members

Captain - Tean Captains are responsible for the state of preparedness of

all Team members and for the procurement and/or development of necessary instru-

mentation, personal protective clothing, and training.

A Team Captain accompanies the ANL Team on all off-site callouts.

Team Captain's responsibilities while participating in a callout include

the collection, analysis, and evaluation of information and monitoring data

pertinent to the incident. Ke must continually infora and advise the AEC

Manager's representative on off-site incidents or the Supervisor of the

Radiation Safety Section in on-site incidents, of the Health Physics aspects

pertinent to the particular incident.

The preparation of a complete report on Team activities and investiga-

tion pertinent to the callout must be completed by the Teas: Captain in charge.

A meeting of all Tear, members is usually arranged by the Team Captain in charge

of the callout at which time the callout is reviewed and critiqued in detail.
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The arranging for and replenishing of supplies as veil as assuring the

readiness of equipment for future utilization is also a responsibility of the

Team Captains.

He is responsible for the proper initiation of necessary forms and pro-

cedures as prescribed by ANL approved policy pertaining to issued funds.

Monitor - The Tean Monitor provides assistance to the Team Captain in the

collection, analysis, and evaluation of information and monitoring data while

participating in a callout. Monitors are required to participate in instruction

and to take an active part in the preparation of instructional material and

activities involving special projects. They must be familiar with the Team pro-

cedures and demonstrate a capability of operating all Team-assigned equipment.

Thsj' are required to know the limitations and field expedients pertinent to each

item of Team equipment. The monitors are required to keep abreast of the current

status of Team equipment and items assigned to them personally. This is

accomplished by completion of scheduled routine maintenance and operational checks

of all Team equipment and instrumentation. —

Instrument Repairman-Monitor - Duties of the two Instrument Repairmen-

Monitors are essentially the same as those outlined for the Team Monitors.

They must, in addition, be capable of performing both shop and field maintenance,

repair, and modification of Team instrumentation. The development and maintenance

of repair equipment, i.e., kits, spare parts, etc., is the responsibility of the

Team Instrument Repairman-Monitor.

Training

The degree of readiness to cope successfully with the wide range of

possible incidents is directly related to the quality and quantity of training

participated in by each Team member.
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Since the entire Team cannot participate by responding to each request

for radiological assistance, the importance of full participation by each member

in all training cannot be overemphasized. Pull participation in informal and

detailed critiques of each callout provides possibly the best experience short

of actual callout participation.

The training of the Team is very broad when one considers skills obtained

from practical experience.

The six Health Physics Monitors of the Team have an average of fourteen

years of experience in the field of applied Health Physics. All of the monitors

have completed two years of the Radiation Safety Technician Training Course pro-

vided by the Radiation Safety Section of the Occupational Health and Safety

Division of ANL.

The two members assigned to the Team as Instrument Repairmen have an

average of twenty years of experience in the field of Health Physics instrumenta-

tion. The Instrument Repairmen have participated in all Team training and are

capable of performing monitoring duties. -

The six Team Captains, ANL Health Physicists, have an average of sixteen

years of experience in the field of supervision of applied Health Physics activities.

Training activities have been prepared and conducted by Team members

usually during the Team meetings. The training conferences or training exercises

are approved by the ANL Radiation Safety Supervisor and delivered by Team members.

An approved written procedure or lesson write-up is then distributed to each Team

member for future reference and review when applicable. Most of the early

training covered familiarization of Team procedures, equipmentp and reporting.

However, these training activities require periodic review and modification.
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Reports and memos which may be of general informational value pertaining

to possible Team activities are circulated for Team member review. However,

no set schedule governs the issuance of such informational items.

Participation as a unit in Laboratory drills and exercises are routine

and provide an excellent means of evaluating the Team's capabilities.

Equipment

Since the Team's inception in 1957, the type and quantity of equipment

utilized by the Team has been varied in order to meet its designated responsi-

bility. The equipment situation is not and has not been static, but rather

viable, in order to meet the additional problems continued experience dictates.

In general, the Team's equipment can be classified in three categories:

Instrumentation, supporting items and personal protective items.

It has been found necessary in some instances to develop special equip-

ment to meet the Team's needs. Equipment of this type developed to date is as

follows: (l) gasoline-operated air sampler (see Figure 2); (2) the soil-,

water-, air-sampling kit; (3) two-man kit; (h) modification of the Team's

vehicle; and (5) Itylar Spun Top Assembly.

Transportation

Types of transportation available for Team use include government or

chartered vehicles, commercial or chartered aircraft, ani rail. The mode of

travel used depends upon the type of incident, distance, weather, number of per-

sonnel, and the amount and type of equipment needed.

Vehicular transport (ANL Radiological Assistance Team vehicle) has

been the most frequently used method of travel to and from incMent sites to date.

This allows greater utilization of the Team's capabilities as compared with air

or rail travel where the amount and type of equipment that can be transported

is limited.
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As a general rule, the Team operates on the following premise. Vehicular

transport is considered for distances up to 250 miles when road and weather

conditions are favorable, and up to 150 miles under less than favorable condi-

tions. Chartered or commercial aircraft are to be considered for distances

greater than 250 miles, plus the use of chartered or other vehicular travel from

the commercial terminal to the place of incident. Rail transportation is con-

sidered when either air or vehicular travel is not feasible or when an incident

has occurred on or near rail lines.

All Team members nust be experienced in and appropriately licensed to

operate vehicles rated as passenger cars and/or trucks up to and including one

ton.

The original vehicle utilized by the Team-use was a two-door station

wagon> six cylinder engine with a standard transmission.

After five years of callout experience, the need for expansion of the

on-board capabilities of the Team vehicle was apparent in order to cope with

the wide range of situations encountered. The majority of the Team's responses

to requests for assistance involved transportation terminals and other similar

facilities usually forty miles or more from the laboratory. Almost all requests

for assistance had originated from Individuals and/or organizations which did not

have appropriate experience to provide sufficient accurate information as to

the specific isotope involved. Therefore, it was most important that all Team

equipment be on-board and thus available to the Team at the incident scene.

The Team Captains set down their requirements for a new Radiological

Assistance Team vehicle, which when appropriately modified would overcome the

difficulties encountered in the original vehicle. The requirements in general

were as follows: Six-passenger maximum; sufficient space for all Team instru-

mentation; load capacity to accommodate the instrumentation and passengers;
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demonstrated roadability and adequate speed; design adaptable for special equip-

ment j and economy in initial cost, modification, maintenance and operation.

Late in 1962 the basic vehicle was acquired. It was a CMC 10-1/2 ft.,

one-ton Model 2503 with a G W rating of 10,000 lbs. This included a 165 horse-

power V6 engine, a four-speed transmission with 8.OO-I7.5 tires. Optional

features included a high-speed rear axle (ratio k.57 to l), 12 volt battery

70-amp-hour, custom cab, 11-inch clxitch, 12 volt 100-amp-hour alternator,

heater, defroster, and electric windshield wipers and washers. See Figure 3«

The vehicle was sent to a commercial, special emergency vehicle facility

for modification according to AWL Team specifications which included the installa-

tion of the following (See Figures 3 and k): Fiberglas installation throughout

the interior; decontaminatable interior surface; additional three-passenger

rear seat; partition between passenger arid cargo space; bus-type cargo space

hot water heater; modification of rear suspension for soft ride; side and rear

steps; and vinyl flooring in cargo area.

The modification of the electrical system (See Figure 5), emergency

audible and visible signals, tachometer, communications, (See Figures 3 and h),

instrument and equipment cabinets (See Figures 6 and 7) and carrier racks was

accomplished at Argonne.

The overall desired effect of having all the Team's instrumentation

available on-board was accomplished.

Instrumentat i on

Instrumentation and equipment allocated to the Team is used solely for

Team activities. Normally such equipment is stored on-board the Team vehicle or

in a central location on a stand-by status, (See Figures 8 and 9)« Experience

has proved that the equipment can become defective during these periods of
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storage. For this reason, a periodic inspection of all equipment is maintained

on a biveekly basis by a Team member on rotating assignment. Defective equipment

is repaired or replaced on a "while you wait" basis arid a record is kept of all

inspections conducted.

Instrument inventory and special kit contents are included in Appencies

I, II, III, and IV.

The following is a brief description of the various types of instrumenta-

tion comprising the Team's instrument inventory:

Portable Alpha i.onter (PAC-4G)

Detector: Gas (Propane), proportional, approximately O.85

mg/cm window

Power supply: Batteries

Primary Use: Low-to-intermediate range alpha survey

This instrument has been modified to provide the additional capabilities

of low-energy beta emission plus fast-slow neutron counting. Low-energy beta

counting is accomplished by increasing the gas proportional detector voltage.

Neutron determinations are accomplished by employing an unmoderated BF~ de-

tector for slow neutrons and a paraffin moderator (long counter type) for fast

neutrons.

Portable G-M Counter (0-200 mR)(2R)
o

Detector: Geiger-Mueller tube, approximately 32 mg/cm window

Power supply: Batteries

Primary Use: Low-to-intermediate range beta-gamma survey

Ionization Chamber (Juno
Detector: Ionization chamber, approximately O.85 mg/cm window

Power supply: Batteries
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Primary Use: High-range alpha, beta, and gamma surveys. An

additional range scale has been incorporated in this

instrument, increasing the maximum range from 50R/hr

to 500R/hr.

Portable GM 0.1 mR to 1000R

Detector: GM tube

Power supply Batteries

Primary Use: High-range gamma detector. Has a' 160" telescoping

probe.

Portable G-M Counter (end-window type)

Detector: Geiger-Mueller tube approximately 2 mg/cm window

Power supply: Batteries

Primary Uss: Low-to-intermediate range low-energy beta survey

Ionization Chamber (Samson)

Detector: Ionization chamber, approximately O.U mg/cm vindov

Power supply: Batteries

Primary Use: Low-range alpha, beta, and gamma surveys

Portable Radiation Monitor PRM-5-3

Detector: 17 keV Pu239; 60 keV Am ; 185 keV U 2 3 5

Power supply: Batteries

Primary Use: Wet plutonium survey

Wet Plutonium Monitor (WM-l)

Detector: Scintillation (17-keV plutonium X-ray)

Power supply: Batteries

Primary Use: Wet plutonium survey
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Portable Neutron Counter (PNC-l)

Detector: BF_ tube with paraffin moderator

Power supply: Batteries

Primary Use: East and slow neutron detection

27T Internal Gas-flow Counter (PC-3A)

Detector: 277" Gas Proportional (9-0$ argon, 10$ methane)

Power supply: 110-v, 60-cycle AC

Primary Use: Air-, vater-, soil-, and gas-sample counting

Gas Sampler (3.5 Liter)

Detector: Geiger-Mueller tube, approximately 32 mg/cm window

Power supply: None

Primary Use: Beta-gamma gas samples. This unit utilizes an

AC-operated vacuum pump to flush and evacuate the

samples. The 27T counter is utilized as the counting

device.

Air Sampler (particulate) (PAS-GS-2) - ~~

Collector: HV-70 filter paper ~

Power supply: Gasoline engine (2-cycle)

Primary Use: Air sampling. The filter count is determined in the

27Tcounter.

Communications

The Team's communication system is based on two requisites: (l) the

maintaining of contact between individual Team members and the Team's base of

operations, and (2) contact between the Team's base of operations and AHL ' .

To this end the Team maintains and utilizes JM radio communication as well as

commercial means, such as telephone, telegraph, and teletype.
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Radio equipment used by the Team consists of a 80-w mobile transmitter-

receiver and five 1-w portable Handie-Talkies. The mobile transceiver is mounted

in and operated from the Team's vehicle, vhereas the Handie-Talkies are battery-

operated and are carried by the individual to his point of operation. All units

are frequency modulated and operated on an ANL-assigned carrier frequency. A

25-v mobile transceiver and four additional 2-w Handie-Talkies (transceivers)

which operate on an IMP frequency of 171* 2 MC are on board the Team vehicle.

These units are capable of netting with the radios of other IRAP response units

throughout the United States.

The mobile transceiver serves as the base station, and the Handie-Talkies

complete the local net. The base station is also used as a means of contact

with AKL on off-site callouts when conditions permit. Telephone, telegraph

and/or teletype are used when radio communication is not possible. Each Team

meraber is assigned a specific call letter. Operation of all radio-communication

facilities by Team members is subject to the rules and regulations of the FCC.

It should be recognized that range, power output, topographical and

meteorological conditions are some of the limiting factors inherent in the use

of this type of equipment.

Protective Clothing and Equipment

The protective clothing issued to individual Team members is somewhat

diverse in that it must serve as both work and protective clothing. Due to

the geographical location of the Team's primary operational area, one can

expect to encounter temperatures ranging from -35 F to 100 P. For this reason

the Team is supplied with cold-weather gear, such as parkas and fleece-lined boots,

as well as lighter apparel for warm-weather wear.
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The primary respiratory protective device is the M9A1 field protective

respirator with Mil canister. A half-mask respirator with "ultra" filter is

also assigned to each member. The M9A1 is used almost exclusively when hazardous

radioactive aerosols are encountered.

Team members who require the aid of corrective lenses are supplied with

prescription lenses. The lenses are mounted for insertion in the M9A1 respirator.

See Appendix V.

Funding^*

When it is deemed necessary for an off-site callout, and prior to leaving

ANL, each Team member is allotted funds at the rate of $150 per man. The dis-

bursement is made by the Chief ANL Accountant or his authorized representatives,

who are available on a 2^-hour basis. It is the responsibility of each Team

member to maintain a record of his disbursements. The money is to be utilized

for those purposes outlined in the AWL Policy and Practice Guide.

The travel and mode of operation of a Radiological Assistance Team does

not normally comply with routine policy and practices outlined in organizational

guides and manuals covering these subjects. Therefore at ANL a series of condi-

tions unique to Team experiences were reviewed and used as the basis in determining

management-approved methods of disbursement and reimbursement.

Team equipment and material is procured and maintained for the exclusive

use of the Team. New, additional and/or replacement items for the Team are in-

corporated in the total Occupational Health and Safety yearly budget. As a

general rule, Team budget requests are made one year in advance of the expected

procurement. Prebudgeting for Team expenses incurred as the result of callouts,

such as overtime, per diem, lodging, and travel, is not possible since incident

occurrence cannot be predetermined. The allowances made for this type of ex-

penditure must remain flexible without setting a definitive limit that would tend
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to deactivate the use of the Team in the event this limit was exceeded.

Response Experience

The receipt of any call for assistance must be treated with courtesy,

knowledge, judgment, experience, and a large measure of common sense. The

individual receiving the call must obtain the necessary basic information with

respect to the location, type of incident, isotopes involved, injury, loss of

property, secondary hazards, etc. One must remember that calls for assistance

are usually from persons who are not familiar with radiation or its characteristics,

units or symbols. On the few occasions where calls have been received from

knowledgeable people, the hazard has indeed been significant. However, the

AEC-CH Director of Safety or his alternate must use all the qualities mentioned

above in making the decision as to the amount of assistance if any is needed

or should be supplied. In Radiological Assistance Team activities, it is the

same as it is in any Fire Department. It is far better '' 3 be called ou a false

alarm than fail to respond to a real incident. With respect to the news-worthi-

ness of such incidents or suspected incidents, it is just as important to find

nothing as it is to find something. In order to simplify this area for present

purposes, we can say there are three ways a request for assistance can be handled:

(l) providing advice only, over the phone, in situations where ib is very evident

from the information at hand that there is not a hazard or threat to health and

safety of individuals or the general public; (2) providing advice and assistance

by sending just one man to the scene to evaluate the situation and determine the

need for further action, if any; and (3) Team response - based on the information

initially received, it is determined that the services of a Radiological Assistance

Team is needed.

Each of these generalities can overlap the other in the determination of

the type of assistance finally provided.
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All information supplied to the news media is channeled through the CH

Information Assistant. The CH-ANL Team also makes a definite effort to avert any

action which could result in alarming those in and around an incident, e.g.,

full protective clothes are utilized only as necessary. The Team does not

arrive at the scene attired in space-type suits or other distinctive protective

apparel as such Teams are often portrayed in movies and on television. Appro-

priate protective clothing and devices are available and used only as necessary.

AEC EXPERIENCE

A review of a Summary of AEC Radiological Assistance Response Experience

on the national level for the period from July 1958 through December 1971

indicates there were 97k requests to the various AEC Offices for radiological

assistance. These AEC Offices responded by sending assistance to the scene

on 531 occasions or just over 5^$ of the requests. The results of all requests

indicated that radiation was involved in 681 of the 97k requests for assistance

or approximately 70$. 1̂ 3 of the 97^ requests we handled by providing advice

only. —

During the period from July 1958 through December 1971, the Chicago

Operations Office has received 188 requests for assistance. Assistance was sent

in response to 131 of these requests while the remaining 57 were handled by

advice only. Radiation was involved in 1^7 cases or approximately 7856 of the

incidents. Radiological Assistance Teams comprised the assistance sent in

8
response to approximately 50$ of the requests , and one man assistance was sent

in approximately 19$ of the cases.

The ANL Team has responded to 73 requests for off-site assistance from

1958 to May 1973 • This averages out to approximately 5 callouts per year;

however, the actual count per year has ranged from one callout to nine. Even
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though the average is five callouts per year, there have been instances where

the ANL Team has had simultaneous callouts and as many as three callouts in

four days. ANL off-site callout experience is summarized by year in Figure 10.

Figure 11 summarizes the ANL Team response by type of incident. It is of

interest to note that assistance has also been provided for several on-site

situations. Groups or agencies forming special Teams for participation in the

IRAP should not overlook the possibility of utilizing these units to strengthen

and back up their own installation's emergency response capabilities.

Now that we have discussed and summarized various aspects of the IRAP-

AEC-CH and ANL Radiological Assistance Plans, let us review a typical radiological

assistance response to a typical radiological incident.

An ANL-AEC-CH Radiological Assistance Team was activated at the request

of a representative of the American Association of Railroads. The Team was

requested to locate a particular semitrailer loaded piggyback on a railroad

flatcar and determine whether or not the semitrailer contained one or more

radium needles.

This particular semitrailer had been used to transport a shipment of

several needles from the west coast to the east coast. It was learned upon re-

ceipt of the shipment at its destination, that some of the needles were missing.

The recipient of the shipment located several of the needles in a- vehicle used

to transport the shipment from a terminal to its laboratory facility and in a

parking lot. Efforts to retrace the shipping vehicles resulted in notification

of the pertinent carriers and location of the semitrailer in a large midwestern

railroad yard.. The ANL-AEC Team consisting of three ANL and one AEC-CH member

accompanied by a representative of the American Railroad Association left ANL

at approximately 0530 hours. After making several contacts at the railroad
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yard, approximately 160 miles away, the semitrailer of concern vas located on a

flatcar at a siding at 0910 hours. The initial survey of the periphery of the

trailer indicated it to contain a gamma emitting radioactive material. A de-

tailed survey indicated only one "hot spot" reading lR/hr through the floor at

the center line and near the front.

The next step required obtaining approval from railroad officials to open

a sealed shipment. Team members donned protective clothing in preparation for

entering as a precaution in case the source of radioactivity was in fact one or

more of the radium needles, and in consideration of the possibility that it had

been ruptured and subsequently contaminated the trailer contents. The trailer

vas opened and one Team member utilizing respiratory protective equipment entered.

No contamination was detected which was a partial indication that the radium needle

if it was the source of radiation had not been ruptured. Considering the con-

tamination potential if the needle should rupture, it was decided to transload

the contents of the semitrailer and recover the needle at that time. It was

recommended to move the flatcar and its piggyback cargo to a remote siding-in

an effort to minimize contamination if the radium needle was ruptured in the

handling. The semitrailer was removed from the flatcar and transloaded. All

sides of each hand-loaded box were surveyed and smeared for possible alpha and

beta-gamma contamination as were the hands and clothing of the cargo handlers.

No contamination was detected. Increased caution was exercised as cargo was

removed nearer the source of activity in an effort not to accidentally rupture

the radium encapsulation (normally ^ ma of platinum).

Utilizing gamma detection instrumentation, flashlights and much caution,

Team members were able to locate and recover intact the one radium needle which

read approximately 3R/3"» The physical dimensions were approximately 3A" long

and the diameter of a lead of a mechanical pencil.



The needle was returned to the Laboratory by the Team at 2300 hours the same

day where it was stored until returned to its original consignee in an approved

shipping container.

The potential for widespread contamination which could have resulted from

this situation could be measured only by the level of imagination of the evaluator.

However, the implementation of the IRAP and ultimate accomplishnent of its

purpose "providing for the expeditious supply of effective radiological assistance

to anyone requesting it in case of radiological incidents" prevented any con-

tamination and/or personnel exposure whatsoever in the recovery of this one

radium needle.

SUMMARY

With the advent of the atomic age came a multitude of peaceful applications.

In order for mankind to enjoy the benefits of these peaceful applications, it

is necessary that radioactive materials be placed at his disposal. Therefore,

the number of shipments of radioactive materials has steadily increased over the

past twenty-five years. More and more shipments of radioactive substances^ are

being shipped to more places over an ever increasing number of transportation

routes, being handled in and out of major terminals and ultimately by more in-

dividuals. Regulations to insure the safe packaging, transport and handling

have been increased and strengthened to meet these conditions. Accidents do

happen. The number and magnitude of those incidents which have occurred are

very minute when compared to the number and curie content of all radioactive

shipments which have been completed without incident or to incidents involving

other hazardous materials.
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However, to provide assistance in controlling those incidents which do

occur and involve radioactive material, a coordinated plan does exist, it is

IRAP. IRAP includes the capabilities and resources of twelve Federal agencies,

and is administered by a capable and experienced agency, the AEC. The plan has

proven it can provide timely assistance by experienced, appropriately trained

and equipped personnel such as the Radiological Assistance Teams throughout the

United States and in Region 5 by the ANL Radiological Assistance Team and other

satellite teams in the area.
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APPENDIX I

Instruments and Accessories

Item

lonization Chamber - Alpha Survey Meter

Portable Alpha Counter (PAC-^G)

Cables (PAC-UG)

Probes (PAC-4G)

Handles (PAC-^G)

Cases, Carrying (PAC-4G)

G-M Portable

G-M Portable Telescoping Probe

G-M Portable End Window Counter

Ionization Chamber - Juno 500R

27T Internal Gas Plow Counter (PC-3A)

Portable Neutron Counter (PNC-l)

Portable Radiation Monitor (PRM-5-3)

Wet Plutonium Monitor (WM-l)

Air Sampler with Sampling Head (PAS-GE-2)

Air Sampler without Sampling Head (PAS-GE-2)

Dosimeters (100R)

Charger, Dosimeter

Standards, Field (239Pu)

Standards, Calibration Plat Plate (

Sampler, Gas, 3*5 Liters

Head-set Earphone

Badges, Film

Dosimeters (Chirpies)

Number Assigned

2

6

12

12

6

k

6

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

12

1

6

k

2

6



APPENDIX II

Equipment

Item Number Assigned

Case, Aluminum (Spare parts and repair equipment) 1

Cabinet, Storage, Wood (Clothing) , 1

Cabinet, Storage, Metal (instrument) 1

Case, Aluminum (Two-man kit) 1

Foot Locker, Metal 3

Case, Wood (Sampling kit) 1

Flashlights - 2-cell - 12

Floodlight with 100-ft. Extension Cord 1

Balance, Double-pan (2-kg capacity) 1

Camera, Polaroid Model 150, with Accessories 1

Print Copier 1

Slide Rule, Log Duplex-trig 1

Transit - Pocket 2

Converter, 12-v DC to 110-v AC 2

Meter, Simpson Midget Tester . 2 —

Kit, Plier 2.~

Screwdriver, Various Sizes . 6

Iron, Solder, 110-v AC 3

Gun, Solder, 110-v AC 1

Compass, Lensatic 12

Batteries, Flashlight k8

Batteries, Miscellaneous kO

Pump, Vacuum 1

Container, Gasoline, 2-1/2 gal 1

Transceiver Handie-Talkie (AWL frequency)(l Watt) 5

Transceiver Handie-Talkie (R.A.T. frequency)(2 Watt) h



APPENDIX III

Two-man Kit

The two-man kit was designed to provide basic survey equipment and at

the same time maintain maximum mobility. The case is constructed of 18 gauge

aluminum measuring 29 x 16 x 9 inches and weighs approximately 66 lbs. fully

loaded. All instruments are compartmented and shock-mounted in foam rubber.

Contents of the kit are as follows:

Item Number

PAC-UG 2

PAC-4G Probes k

PAC-ll-G Leads k

PAC-^G Probe Handles 2

G-M Portables 2

Ionization Chamber (Juno 500R) 1

Dosimeters (lOOR) 2

Spare Propane Cylinders h

Head-set Earphone 2

Flashlight with Batteries _2

pH Paper, Dispenser, Range pH 2 to pH 10 . . 1

Standards, Alpha field (239Pu) 2

Screen, Spare (Juno) 1

Tube, Spare (G-M) 1

Screwdriver ' 1

Tags, Radiation Hazard 20

Ball Twine, Cotton, l/2 lb. ^ 1

Clipboard and Paper 1

Pair Tongs, 2k in. 1
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Item „ ,
• Number

Plastic Bags, Approximately 2k x 2k in. 2

Batteries, Assorted Sizes, Spares

Bottles, Sample, 2 oz. j.
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Air-, Water-, and Soil-Sampling Kit

The kit contains the necessary equipment to prepare samples, in the field,

for counting in the PC-3A sealer. The kit, as initially designed, vas con-

structed of 3/h in. plywood, measures 21-1/2 x lk-3/k x 21-1/2 inches, and

veighs approximately 58 lbs. vith contents. Contents are presently stored on

beard the Team vehicle.

The contents of the contents of the kit are listed as-follows:

Item Number

Stainless Steel Planchets, 5-cm Diameter (20 cm ) 100

Atomizer, Bulb Type 1

Boxes, Tissue 2

Infrared Lamp with Receptacle 1

Hot Plate 1

Ring Stand 1

Propane Torch Kit _ 1 -

Leveling Table " 1

Dispenser pH Indicators . 1

6 N HN03 250 cc

Spray Solution for Air Filters 250 cc

Ethyl Alcohol 500 cc

Sheets HV-70 Paper 100

Bottles (Plastic, 250-cc 10

Wash Bottles (250-cc) 2

Pipettes (1-ml) 18

Pipettes (2-mil) 10
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Item

Pipettes (5-ml)

Pipettes (10-ml)

Beaker (100-ml

Beaker (250-ml)

Beaker (Uoo-ml)

Graduate (5-ml)

Graduate (10-ml)

Graduate (50-ml)

Graduate (lOO-ml)

Funnels, Analytical

Box Whatman Filter Paper

Pair Tweezers (5 in.)

Pair Tweezers (10 in.)

Pair Scissors

Bulb, Pipette

Number

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1,

1



APPENDIX V

Personnel Protective Clothing and Equipment

Each of the lU Team members are supplied with the following protective

clothing and equipment:

Item Number

Bag, Duffel, String Tie 1

Mask M9A1 with Canister Mil 1

Canister, Mil, Spare . i

Prescription Lenses, Snap-in Type (As Required) 1 pair

Respirator, Half Mask 1

Coveralls, Cotton 2 pair

Trousers, Cotton Work 2 pair

Shirts, Cotton Work 2

Shorts, Cotton 2 pair

Undershirts, Cotton 2

Socks 2 pair

Towels 2 _

Cap, Skull Type, String Tie - 2

Hood, Shoulder Length, Nylon 2

Cap, Cold Weather 1

Coat, Parka 1

Gloves, Cotton Work 12 pair

Gloves, Leather, Fur-lined 1 pair

Shoes, Safety, Oxford 1 pair

Boots, Leather, Fleece-lined 1 pair

Underwear Top, Insulated 1

Underwear Bottom, Insulated 1

1
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Nuraber
Item —

Tape, Roll, Industrial, 2 in.

String, Cotton, 1/2-lb Ball -1

Corapas s, Lensat i c

Shoe Covers (Plastic) 3 pair

Clipboard, Knee, k x 5 in*
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FIGURES

Figure 1. U. S. Atomic Energy Commission Regional Office Areas of
Responsibility for Radiological Assistance in Incidents
Involving Radioactive Materials.

Figure 2. AHL Radiological Assistance Team members prepare to collect
an air sample and analyze a soil sample in a remote area.
(ANL Negative Ho. 235-961)

Figure 3» ANL Radiological Assistance Team Vehicle.
(AWL Negative No. 235-826)

Figure h. The ANL Team vehicle following modification showing dash-
mounted communication controls, jump-seat, second seat and
interior finish. (ANL Negative No. 235-820)

Figure 5» Under the hood of the ANL Team vehicle showing the installation
of the 100 amp-hour alternator and 3.5 kW, 115/230 volt AC
generator. (AHL Negative No. 235-825)

Figure 6. Radiation detection instrumentation stored in right cabinet
of Team vehicle. Two-man kit (aluminum case) on bottom shelf.
(ANL Negative No. 235-821)

Figure 7« Team equipment and supplies maintained in left rear cabinet of
emergency vehicle. (ANL Negative No. 235-822)

Figure 8. Team members' personal protective clothing in individual duffel
bags is stored in a central location. (ANL Negative No. 235-516)

Figure 9» Contents of an individual duffel bag assigned to each Team member.
(ANL Negative No. 235-806)

Figure 10. ANL Radiological Assistance Team Callouts Per Fiscal Year.

Figure 11. ANL Radiological Assistance Team Callouts and Type of Service
Involved.
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